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DEPLOY TR - 2 (LONG) 115–140 cm (45–55in) 80 cm700 g (1 lb 9 oz)

DEPLOY TR - 2 (STANDARD) 105–130 cm (41–51in) 75 cm670 g (1 lb 8 oz)

06887

2015/2016 BACKCOUNTRY POLES

2015/2016 SNOW BASKETS

MODEL

MODEL

NAME

NAME

USABLE LENGTH WEIGHT/PAIR COLLAPSED COLOR

DEPLOY TR - 3 (LONG) 115–140 cm (45–55in) 62 cm660 g (1 lb 7 oz)

FLIGHT 2

REPLACEMENT SNOW BASKETS

POWDER BASKETS

105–140 cm 80 cm465 g (1 lb)

DEPLOY TR - 3 (STANDARD) 105–130 cm (41–51in) 59 cm635 g (1 lb 6 oz)

FLIGHT 3 110–140 cm 62 cm490 g (1 lb 1 oz)

SKU #

SKU #

06885

06890

06891

06586

06886

06888

06889

POLES SPEC CHART
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At MSR, 45 years of winter adventure have 
driven us to engineer the greatest mountain 
equipment in the world. Each one of our 
products is a solution, meticulously designed 
and built to improve the experiences and 
safety of mountain travelers. And this year’s 
offerings reinforce that dedication.

Delivering the pinnacle of technical 
snowshoe innovation, our snowshoes 
continue to represent the first choice of alpine 
professionals and winter recreationalists 
alike, bringing the latest technology and 
performance to this rapidly growing sport.

Strengthening our legendary commitment to 
mountain safety, our snow tools are the result 
of extensive R&D and snow science. Together, 
they offer mountaineers, backcountry skiers, 
splitboarders and snowshoers the ultimate 
tools of efficiency and reliability when it 
matters most.

In the following pages, you’ll find MSR’s 
growing collection of winter tools built to 
serve your customers who have dedicated 
themselves to winter exploration—whether 
that’s just beyond their cabin porch or up the 
flanks of the world’s most spectacular peaks. 

A COMMITMENT 
TO WINTER
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SNOWSHOES
In less than two decades, MSR has introduced the most significant innovations in snowshoeing, changing how 
people traveled through the mountains. Today, every MSR snowshoe still features unbeatable traction, durability 
and versatility to keep it at the cutting-edge of all-terrain performance. Whether your customers choose the 
premium Lightning™ series, the rugged Revo™ line or the classic Evo™, they can be sure that MSR’s leading 
performance will carry them confidently through winter.

LEADING THE WAY

TRAIL SERIES
Engineered for superior efficiency along groomed 
trails, valley basins and rolling terrain, our Trail 
series is made for those covering serious distance 
or having serious fun closer to home. Offering a 
streamlined feature set that includes our classic 
and proven DuoFit™ two - strap binding, they strip 
weight without shedding durability or performance.
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EXPLORE SERIES
For those who prioritize all-day comfort and efficiency, yet 
refuse to compromise elite performance for off-trail forays, 
our Explore series is built to enhance the all-mountain 
experience. Our HyperLink™ binding pairs comfort and 
security with a familiar ratchet system that brings ease and 
efficiency to serious snowshoers, first-timers and everyday 
users alike. 

ASCENT SERIES
Our most aggressive snowshoes for backcountry 
pursuits through rugged terrain, the Ascent series is 
built for those needing to get from point A to point 
B, regardless of what lies between. Featuring our 
ultra - secure PosiLock™ AT binding, an aggressive 
tooth pattern, and the durable Torsion2™ crampon, 
you can count on Ascent snowshoes to get you 
there—wherever “there” may be.
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MSR SNOWSHOE TECHNOLOGY

EXTERNAL TRACTION

ALL - TERRAIN TRACTION. MODULAR FLOTATION. ERGONOMIC EFFICIENCY.

No matter the terrain or conditions you travel, traction is the cornerstone of performance in a snowshoe. At MSR, 
over the years we’ve proven exactly where you need it and just how to engineer superior traction into the most 
intelligent designs possible. That’s why you’ll now find external traction strengthening the performance of every 
snowshoe in our two elite lines. 

LIGHTNING™ SNOWSHOES
Laser-cut from a single blade of 7000-series aluminum, our Lightning snowshoes’ 
premium 360° Traction™ Frame delivers absolute, edge-to-edge grip with 
minimal weight. 

REVO™ SNOWSHOES
Our Revo snowshoes’ ExoTract™ Deck introduces the power of external steel 
traction walls to the durability and torsional flex of plastic. And its steel-
reinforced nose withstands challenging conditions and kick-stepping 
on ascents. 

EXCLUSIVE MODULAR FLOTATION
MSR’s Modular Flotation tails provide instant added flotation, increasing the 
usable range of our snowshoes far beyond any other. These tails allow a single 
pair of snowshoes to deliver lightweight, agile performance in packed snow, 
and maximum flotation in deep powder.
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BINDINGS

SIZE OFFERINGS
Meeting the sizing needs of every consumer, our Lighting and Revo snowshoes offer both men’s and women’s 22 - and 25 - inch models in all three series. Our 
Lightning line also continues to host a 30 - inch men’s model in the Ascent and Explore series.

WOMEN’S MODELS
Engineered in conjunction with an expert in athletic biomechanics, our Lightning and Revo Women’s snowshoes feature a lower profile that saves weight 
and improves agility—making them a top choice of anyone with a narrow gait. Their slightly smaller bindings fit securely around a wide range of boot sizes.

ASCENT SERIES EXPLORE SERIES TRAIL SERIES
PosiLock™ AT Bindings

The PosiLock™ AT binding utilizes a unique, 
two - piece urethane body that locks down tight to 
the contours of a wide range of footwear, making 
it our most secure binding for aggressive ascents 
and all - terrain stability. 

HyperLink™ Bindings

Designed from the ground - up for our comfort - driven 
Explore series, the HyperLink™ binding is our 
easiest - to - use binding to date. An intuitive and fast 
ratchet system combines with an easy - entry cradle 
that eliminates pressure points. The result is efficient, 
all - day comfort and security.

DuoFit™ Bindings

Our classic and proven DuoFit binding 
delivers essential security for rolling terrain. The 
freeze - resistant, glove - friendly design accommodates 
a wide range of footwear and like all MSR bindings, it 
provides lightweight, packable performance.

W Revo 22 (in.)W Lightning 22 (in.) M Revo 22 (in.)M Lighting 22 (in.)
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 LIGHTNING™ SERIES
An ounce on the foot feels like a pound on the back. This design philosophy has governed 
the Lightning snowshoe since its inception. Engineered of the lightest materials possible, with 
unprecedented perimeter traction, the Lightning snowshoe remains the pinnacle of ultralight 
performance still unmatched in the industry.

Total grip underfoot delivered by the
Lightning snowshoes’ 360˚ Traction Frame

in men’s size 25 cm.

Lateral binding adjustment provided by Axis Gait 
Technology on the Lightning Explore snowshoes, 

delivering parallel - tracking strides.

DURABLE DECKING
Cutting-edge ballistic-grade fabric increases the Lightning 
snowshoes’ durability while maintaining the ultralight 
performance that defines this premium shoe.

360˚ TRACTION™ FRAME
Vertical wall of ultralight, aerospace - grade aluminum delivers 
unrivaled traction and stability 360 degrees, excelling on 
ascents and traverses. 

POSILOCK™ AT BINDING
Two - piece urethane construction locks tightly around boots for 
our greatest level of security in challenging terrain, and remains 
flexible to  - 20° F.

ERGO™ TELEVATOR 
Reduces calf strain on steep pitches 
and distributes pressure to enhance 
traction. Innovative design engages easily 
with end of pole grip.

TORSION2™ CRAMPON  
Split teeth add durability and distribute force for continuous 
contact and better traction in rugged terrain.
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LIGHTNING™ EXPLORE

BrassBrass

Brass Infuse

Infuse

Revolutionary stride efficiency and all - day comfort.
•  H yperLink™ Binding System
•  Lateral ly Adjustable Axis™ Gait Technology
•  360˚  Traction™ Frame
•  P ivot™ Crampon
•  E rgo™ Televator

LIGHTNING™ ASCENT

Black

Black Silver Gunmetal Mint

MintMint

The pinnacle of ultralight performance in aggressive terrain.
•  P osiLock™ AT Bindings
•  T orsion2™ Crampons
•  360˚  Traction™ Frame
•  E rgo™ Televator

Yellow Lazuli Blue

YellowYellow

Women’s Lightning Ascent

Lazuli BlueLazuli Blue

LIGHTNING™ TRAIL
Ultralight & streamlined performance for rolling terrain.
•  Du oFit™ Binding
•  360˚  Traction™ Frame
•  P ivot™ Crampon

Available in 30 in. 25 in., 22 in. Available in 25 in., 22 in.

Available in 30 in., 25 in., 22 in. Available in 25 in., 22 in.

Available in 25 in., 22 in. Available in 25 in., 22 in.

For product specs, consult 
the chart inside the

 back cover.

7 settings of lateral 
binding adjustment create 
a parallel-tracking stride, 
eliminating inefficient toe- or 
heel-click while walking.

AXIS™ GAIT TECHNOLOGY
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REVO™ SERIES
At MSR, we’ve proven that perimeter traction offers the ultimate in surefooted security in any 
terrain and conditions. And our plastic decks set the standards for rugged durability and 
versatility. Now, our Revo snowshoe line harnesses the performance benefits of both in one 
light, streamlined design.

1

5 PARTS

POINT OF
ADJUSTMENT

All that’s required on the HyperLink Binding for
in - the - field adjustments, after heel strap is set.

The streamlined construction of the Revo
snowshoes’ ExoTract deck: nose, rear deck,

traction bars and cross member.

EXOTRACT™ DECK
Steel traction walls meld the power 
of perimeter traction with the unrivaled 
durability, torsional flex and excellent 
freezing temperature performance of plastic. 

REINFORCED NOSE
Insert-molded steel nose boosts rigidity to withstand challenging 
conditions and forceful kick-stepping on ascents. 

CLEAN DESIGN  
A clean design, free of bulky hardware, offers a snowshoe 
with unparalleled reliability. And separating the nose from the 
snowshoe’s injection - molded platform increases the torsional  
flex for greater purchase.  

HYPERLINK™ BINDING    
Our fastest, easiest and most comfortable binding ever 
features an efficient and familiar two - strap ratchet system 
that delivers on - the - trail, fine - tuning adjustability. Its 
easy - entry cradle eliminates pressure points for exceptional 
all - day comfort and security.
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Red

Red Purple

Purple

REVO™ ASCENT
Rock - solid durability and security in aggressive terrain.
•  R ugged ExoTract™ Deck 
•  P osiLock™ AT Binding
•  T orsion2™ Crampon
•  E rgo™ Televator

OrangeOrange

Black BlueOrange White

White

REVO™ EXPLORE
Durability, comfort and ease of use for all - day explorations.
•  R ugged ExoTract™ Deck
•  H yperLink™ Binding
•  P ivot™ Crampon
•  E rgo™ Televator 

Rave Green

Rave Green Purple

Purple

REVO™ TRAIL
All - condition performance engineered for flat and rolling trails.
•  R ugged ExoTract™ Deck
•  Du oFit™ Binding
•  P ivot™ Crampon

Available in 25 in., 22 in. Available in 25 in., 22 in.

Available in 25 in., 22 in. Available in 25 in., 22 in.

Available in 25 in., 22 in. Available in 25 in., 22 in.

For product specs, consult 
the chart inside the

 back cover.

Men’s Revo Explore

Rave Green Purple
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Dark Blue Red
Available in 22 in.

Mineral

Black Grey

SHIFT™ TYKER™

Black Red

Dark Blue

Available in 19 in. Available in 17 in.
Light Blue Red

LIGHTNING TAIL REVO TAIL EVO TAIL

12.7 cm (5in) 255 g (9 oz.) 05648 12.7 cm (5in) 10.5 oz 05649 15.2 cm (6in) 340 g (12 oz.) 05650

LENGTH WEIGHT SKU# LENGTH WEIGHT SKU# LENGTH WEIGHT SKU#

EVO™

YOUTH

Legendary dependability built for the trail.

•  U niBody™ Deck with Integrated Traction
•  Du oFit™ Binding
•  Cl assic Crampon

The best performing youth snowshoe ever. Durable, easy - to - use snowshoes for pint - sized 
winter enthusiasts.

•  S hift Binding System with Pivot™ Crampon
•  M ini Unibody™ Frame
•  I ntegrated Traction

•  T yker Binding System
•  I ntegrated Traction

TAILS
MSR’s exclusive modular flotation tails deliver added flotation on - demand, attaching quickly 
and easily for breaking trail, carrying extra weight, and use in deep snow.
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SHOE ACCESSORIES

18 in.   07548

  MADE IN IRELAND  MADE IN IRELAND

14 in.   07549

Size   SKU#Size   SKU#

SKU#  03652

  MADE IN IRELAND

SKU#  05651

  MADE IN CHINA

(2) Replacement straps for all current MSR® 
PosiLock™ AT bindings and SpeedLock™ Binding 
Heel Straps.

(2) Replacement straps for all current MSR® 
PosiLock™ AT bindings and SpeedLock™ Binding 
Heel Straps.

18 in.   07588

  MADE IN IRELAND

12 in.   07587

Size   SKU#

(2) Replacement straps for all current MSR® 
DuoFit™ bindings and all pre - 2010
snowshoe bindings.

Available in 12” and 18”.

CLASSIC SNOWSHOE
STRAP KIT

POSILOCK™ AT & 
SPEEDLOCK STRAP KIT 18”

POSILOCK™ AT & 
SPEEDLOCK STRAP KIT 14”

SKU#  07547

  MADE IN IRELAND

(2) Replacement straps for all MSR SpeedLock 
binding instep straps.

SPEEDLOCK INSTEP STRAP

SNOWSHOE BAG

STANDARD
STRAP KEEPERS

This easy - to - carry bag offers durable, ventilated 
protection for snowshoes. Fits all 56 -  and 64 - cm 
(22 -  and 25 - in) MSR® snowshoes.

Compatible with all current MSR®   
snowshoe bindings.

SKU#  06860

  MADE IN IRELAND

EXPEDITION
STRAP KEEPERS
Our most secure binding strap retainers with a snug 
fit for all - day reliability. 

SKU#  69238

MADE IN USA OF U.S. AND IMPORTED MATERIALS

Replacement hardware for all MSR® Snowshoes 
Clevis Pin Assembly 
(2) Clevis pins, (2) split rings, (2) washers
Rivet Field Repair Hardware 
(1) Screw, (1) nut
Axis™ Hardware 
(1) Pin, (1) pull tab, (1) split ring
Strap Retainers (3) Standard, (3) Expedition

SNOWSHOE
MAINTENANCE KIT

For product specs, consult 
the chart inside the

 back cover.

SKU#  06030

  MADE IN CHINA

(6) Replacement straps for all MSR HyperLink 
snowshoe bindings.
Comes with:
(2) 6.5” straps
(2) 8.5” straps
(2) 10.5” straps

HYPERLINK™  
REPLACEMENT STRAP KIT
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TWO DECADES OF MEETING
YOUR SALES NEEDS

NO. 1 SNOWSHOE BRAND
We’re proud to say that MSR snowshoes offer the highest average 
retail price and see a higher percentage of sell - thru than any other 
brand. We’re ranked the no. 1 snowshoe brand among outdoor 
and snow specialty retailers, according to Leisure Trends.

MADE IN MARKET
We build every snowshoe in our own factories in Seattle, Washington, or Cork, 
Ireland. By manufacturing locally, we’re more nimble than our competitors—able to 
react quickly to the weather and ramp up production or slow it down based on 
your inventory needs.

INVENTORY ON CUE
Because our production is flexible, you should never be overstocked 
during a failed snow season, nor under supplied when winter kicks 
in and demand sky rockets. We can schedule our production to 
accommodate ASAP orders of MSR snowshoes at any point 
during a season.

LESS RISK. GREATER VALUE.
We don’t require you to purchase excess inventory early on—
or even our entire product lines—because we don’t believe 
in flooding your shop, or the market, with surplus product. 
Therefore, MSR snowshoes retain their MSRP and value better 
than the competition. We see it as our way of protecting your 
investment in the MSR brand.

A BOLD SALES PRESENCE
Featuring sophisticated colorways and bright, easy-to-navigate detailed 
packaging, the MSR collection creates a bold presentation on your sales 
floor, and offers an educational and rewarding winter shopping experience.

At MSR, we know that the snowshoe market is heavily dependent on snowfall and its consequent 
consumer demand. That’s why we’re proud to be a partner whose flexible manufacturing model 
lets us respond quickly to your sales and inventory needs. By listening to you, we’ve kept our 
production capabilities, quality and service in line to help you meet your profitability goals.

MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH / WINTER 2015 - 2016
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SNOWSHOE RENTALS
Featuring our most durable and reliable models, our rental fleet brings you the opportunity to offer your 
customers the unrivaled performance that only MSR delivers.

AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL ONLY

EVO™ ASCENT
Built for more aggressive snowshoers 
venturing off - trail or into rugged
backcountry terrain. 

COLOR

SKU#

SIZE WEIGHT

03677

SKU#

1843 g (4 lbs 1 oz.)56 cm (22in) 06031Black

MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH / WINTER 2015 - 2016

EVO™
Ideal for first - timers and those exploring 
cat - tracks, valley basins and rolling 
terrain.

COLOR SIZE WEIGHT SKU#

1630 g (3 lbs 9 oz.)56 cm (22in)Red 06032

SHIFT™
The same performance and features 
of our adult models in snowshoes 
sized for preteens. 

COLOR SIZE WEIGHT SKU#

1145 g (2 lbs 8 oz.)49.5 cm (19in) 06034Black

TYKER™
For the youngest snowshoers, these are 
intended for children who weigh up to 
90 pounds.

COLOR SIZE WEIGHT SKU#

940 g (2 lbs 1 oz.)43 cm (17in) 06035Red

EVO™ TAIL
Compatible with all current
Evo™ snowshoes.

COLOR SIZE WEIGHT SKU#

340 g (12 oz.)15.2 cm (6in) 06036Black

(12) 14’’ Classic Straps, 
(32) Standard Strap Keepers, (12) Clevis pin 
assemblies (clevis pins, split rings and washers).

RENTAL MAINTENANCE KIT
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BACKCOUNTRY POLES

ERGONOMIC GRIP
Delivers comfort to a broad range of hand sizes and 
features a catch for raising snowshoe and AT heel 
lifts, relieving knee stress from awkward bending.

TRIGGER RELEASE
A patent - pending design that delivers the 
revolutionary efficiency of one - handed 
adjustments on the fly—allowing you to quickly 
and easily match pole length to the changing 
terrain of switchbacks, sidehills and approaches. 
A quick, one - handed motion deploys or 
collapses the pole, saving time.

SURELOCK™ SYSTEM
Proven the strongest locking solution on the market, our reliable 
positive - locking push button design delivers zero - slip performance 
in all conditions, offering confidence under heavy loads and 
assurance through winter’s terrain.

Deploy™ Series Flight™ Series

The winter backcountry places unique demands on its traveler. That’s why we set out to solve the issues plaguing 
traditional pole designs and redefine what these backcountry tools should be. With our groundbreaking SureLock™ 
System at their core, we created the most reliable winter poles on the market, with winter - specific features that add 
efficiency and confidence in any conditions. For ski mountaineers to snowshoe recreationalists, our poles deliver the 
confidence and reliability your customers demand beyond the trailhead.

THE CONFIDENCE YOU DEMAND IN THE BACKCOUNTRY

BREAKAWAY WINTER STRAP 
Engineered to force - release from the grip if your pole is 
lodged on a fall, and offers exceptionally easy,  
glove - friendly size adjustments.
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TRI - LOBE SHAFT
Unique non - rotational tri - lobe 
geometry of the pole sections 
ensures precise alignment for fast, 
hassle - free adjustments. 

7000 - SERIES ALUMINUM
7000 series aerospace - grade aluminum 
sections are ultralight and ultra - strong. And 
we drew each with targeted thicknesses to 
reinforce high - load areas while shaving 
extraneous grams elsewhere.

EFFORTLESS SWING
The adjustment technology resides solely in 
the upper shaft, eliminating bulky hardware 
down low. This high balance point provides 
a uniquely effortless swing, keeping you quick 
and nimble through any route.

INTERCHANGEABLE BASKETS
Our MSR Snow Baskets are easily exchanged 
for MSR Powder Baskets to add extra flotation 
in deep, light conditions. Our Powder Baskets 

feature a flexible core, engineered to allow 
the basket to align with terrain, keeping the tip 

engaged in the snow.

CARBIDE STEEL TIP
Durable carbide steel tip offers 

four - season, multi - year durability 
and performance.

186%

16 OZ.

Deploy TR’s locking strength
over the competition.

Weight per pair of the Flight 2 poles.
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DEPLOY™ TR SERIES
Featuring our Trigger Release for one - handed adjustments on the fly, Deploy 
TR poles bring revolutionary efficiency to snowshoers, skiers, splitboarders 
and other winter travelers in frequently changing terrain.

DEPLOY TR - 3

Available in Long (115–140cm) or Standard (105 - 130cm)

  MADE IN CHINA

Three - Section Compactness  
with Trigger Release Efficiency

The Deploy TR - 3 delivers rock - solid performance 
for mountaineers, splitboarders and backcountry 
travelers requiring ultimate compactness and 
quick adjustments on switchbacks, sidehills and 
approaches. Its pack - friendly size travels easily for 
hut trips and remote adventures.

DEPLOY TR - 2

Available in Long (115–140cm) or Standard (105 - 130cm)

  MADE IN CHINA

Revolutionary Trigger Release
with Two - Section Versatility

Ideal for ski touring and snowshoeing where only 
moderate compactness, but maximum strength 
is required, the Deploy TR - 2 equips you with 
on - the - fly adjustability in variable terrain.

POLE ACCESSORIES

POWDER BASKETS
Powder baskets offer 
maximum flotation in 
powder and adjust to 
the terrain, allowing the 
tip to stay engaged in 
the snow.
Sold as a pair.

SKU#  06891                       

REPLACEMENT
SNOW  
BASKETS
Sold as a pair.

SKU#  06586                     

•  Glove - friendly Trigger Release one - handed adjustment
•  Zero - slip SureLock™ System 
•  Ultralight 7000 - series aircraft - grade aluminum 
•  Breakaway, glove - friendly winter strap
•  Ergonomic, dual - density grip
•  Grip features a catch for raising AT and
 snowshoe heel lifts

130cm)

MADE IN CHINA

Section Compactness 
with Trigger Release Efficiency

solid performance 
for mountaineers, splitboarders and backcountry 
travelers requiring ultimate compactness and 
quick adjustments on switchbacks, sidehills and 

friendly size travels easily for 
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FLIGHT™ SERIES
Ultralight and streamlined in design, our Flight series sheds weight, not 
performance, supporting professionals and recreationalists alike seeking to 
move as fast and light as possible through the backcountry.

FLIGHT 3

Available in Standard (110 - 140cm)

  MADE IN CHINA

Ultralight, Streamlined Performance 
with Three - Section Compactness

The three - section Flight 3 offers unrivaled stability 
and assurance in a streamlined design built for fast 
and light adventurers. Its compact design stows 
discreetly in a pack through technical terrain or on 
the ride down, and SureLock push - button adjustment 
helps shed weight without sacrificing strength.

FLIGHT 2

Available in Standard (105 - 140cm)

  MADE IN CHINA

Two - Section Ultralight,
Minimalist Design

Two - section simplicity and strength make the 
Flight 2 the choice for minimalist backcountry 
travelers, multi - day ski touring trips and expedition 
travel. Its ultralight form delivers the unrivaled 
reliability of SureLock push - button adjustment.

POLE ACCESSORIES

•  Zero - slip SureLock™ push - button adjustment 
•  Ultralight 7000 - series aircraft - grade aluminum 
•  Glove - friendly, breakaway winter strap
•  Ergonomic, foam grip with extension
•  Grip features a catch for raising AT and snowshoe heel lifts

MADE IN CHINA

Ultralight, Streamlined Performance 
Section Compactness

section Flight 3 offers unrivaled stability 
and assurance in a streamlined design built for fast 
and light adventurers. Its compact design stows 
discreetly in a pack through technical terrain or on 

button adjustment 
helps shed weight without sacrificing strength.

For product specs, consult 
the chart inside the

 back cover.
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SNOW TOOLS
MSR was founded in 1969 to make the mountains a safer place to be through more reliable mountaineering 
equipment. Our snow tools line continues that rich heritage of safety through superior performance in real-world 
conditions. To develop them, we drew on snow science principles, contemporary rescue techniques, and backcountry 
applications. We scrutinized every engineering and design solution before integrating it. In the end, we created a 
collection of safety gear that delivers MSR’s innovative solutions, legendary engineering and proven performance—all 
when it matters most. 

LEGENDARY SAFETY PERFORMANCE WHEN IT MATTERS MOST
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PROBES
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MSR probes are among the stiffest aluminum probes on the market. 
Purpose-engineered to reduce deflection for greater probing accuracy 
and efficiency, with minimal weight, they feature a unique dual-diameter 
construction. A larger diameter and thicker wall maximize stiffness in their 
critical lower sections. To minimize weight, they feature traditional-sized 
uppers. The result is a truly innovative design that brings MSR’s precision 
engineering and reliability to backcountry users.

MAXIMUM STIFFNESS. MINIMAL WEIGHT.

STRIKER™ 320

DUAL - DIAMETER 
CONSTRUCTION

Stiffer, stronger performance in
probe’s critical lower sections 

reduces deflection, while 
traditional-sized uppers 

reduce weight.

T - HANDLE
Ergonomic T - handle 

clips to shaft for 
hassle - free probing.

STRIKER™ CX 320

STRIKER™ 240

For product specs, consult 
the chart inside the

 back cover.

  MADE IN KOREA

  MADE IN KOREA

  MADE IN KOREA

Professional - Grade  
Aluminum Probe

Full aluminum construction makes the 
professional - length Striker 320 probe the tool for 
guides, climbers and industry professionals who 
demand a strong, reliable and durable probe for 
search and rescue applications, crevasse probing 
and expeditions.

•  F ull 7000 - series aluminum construction
•  Corrosion -resistant, coated stainless steel cord

•   13 - mm diameter and thicker wall increase stiffness in   
 critical lower sections

•  Traditional-sized 11mm uppers shed overall weight

•   Reliable, high - strength 7000 series aluminum 

•   Fast, single - pull positive - locking assembly

•   Tapered, quick - link ferrules 

•   T - handle clips to shaft for hassle - free probing

•   Textured top section for added grip

•   5 cm depth markings, off-set for 360° visibility

•   Comes in a stuff sack

Professional - Grade Aluminum & 
Carbon Fiber Probe

The Striker CX 320 probe is built for ski patrollers, 
snow science professionals and backcountry 
travelers who require an elite - length probe for 
professional applications and deep conditions, but 
want the weight - savings of carbon fiber uppers to 
lighten the all - day pack. 

•  U ltralight carbon fiber uppers
•  7000  - series aluminum lowers
•  S uperior-strength, lightweight woven pull-cord

Touring Probe

The Striker 240 probe adds a new level 
of reliability to the touring gear of skiers, 
snowboarders and snowshoers in the backcountry. 
Featuring some of the stiffest aluminum construction 
available, fast deployment and a positive-locking 
assembly, it refines this mandatory piece of 
backcountry safety equipment.

•  F ull 7000 - series aluminum construction
•  Corrosion -resistant, coated stainless steel cord
•  Com pact, packable
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SNOW SHOVELS
S N O W  T O O L S  •  W I N T E R  2 0 1 5 - 1 6

MSR shovels combine the two most critical elements for shoveling efficiency: uncompromising 
strength and optimized ergonomics. From their aggressive blades to rapid-deploy shafts 
and meticulously engineered handles, we’ve refined every detail to help you dig harder 
and faster. Our goal was to create the ultimate tool to charge through your most critical 
excavation jobs.

UNCOMPROMISING STRENGTH. OPTIMIZED ERGONOMICS.

•  Uncompromising, lightweight 6061 - T6 aluminum strength

•  Durable TIG welded blade/shaft interface 

•  Rapid - deploy, two - section telescoping shaft 

•  Ergonomic handle for control with all glove types

•  Neckless blade for strength and packability 

•  Aggressive serrated leading edge 

•  Flat back for digging smooth snow pit walls

•  Upper shaft section fits into blade, maximizing shaft versatility

MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH / WINTER 2015 - 2016

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
Our T - handles are meticulously designed to provide 
the same comfort, control and leverage that a 
utilitarian D - handle provides, in a compact form.

HIGH - STRENGTH, NECKLESS BLADE
The neckless design of our 6061 - T6 aluminum blades 
adds durability and ultra - packability.

RAPID - DEPLOY SHAFT
Unique tri - lobe shape prevents the shafts from rotating, 
providing instant, hassle - free deployment.

SERRATED EDGE
Traditional flat chopping face delivers a more stable 
strike, while teeth create concentration points to break 
up the snow and ice.
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MADE IN TAIWAN

MADE IN TAIWAN

MADE IN TAIWAN

Basecamp &
Backcountry Shovel

The Operator D shovel swaps out our T - handle for 
the utilitarian D - handle, needed for the biggest jobs 
when grip and maximum leverage trump a  
compact form.

•  Larg e blade angled for scooping
•  U tilitarian D - handle

RESPONDER™
Snow Science
& Rescue Shovel

The Responder shovel’s ultra - compact blade features 
a reduced scooping angle for ultimate packability in 
a backcountry or sidecountry pack, and a flat back 
for shaving smooth snow pit walls. Its serrated edge 
and unrelenting durability withstand cement - like 
avi debris, and the straighter geometry excels for 
chopping and paddling snow during burial rescues.

•  U ltra - packable, compact blade 
•  E rgonomic, low - profile T - handle

OPERATOR™ D

13
TEETH

  40°
 &30°

Concentration points lining
the Operator shovel’s leading

edge to break through hard - pack
conditions and ice.

Angles of the shaft - to - blade
interfaces of the Operator &

Responder shovels, respectively.

For product specs, consult 
the chart inside the

 back cover.

Collapsed

Collapsed

Collapsed

OPERATOR™ T
Basecamp &
Backcountry Shovel

With a large, yet packable blade engineered for 
scooping and hauling, the Operator shovel is the tool 
for digging professional snow pits, constructing wind 
barricades and shelter walls. Its compact T - handle, 
steadfast strength and extendable shaft support 
mountaineers and dedicated backcountry travelers on 
multi - day, basecamp - supported missions.

•  Larg e blade angled for scooping
•  E rgonomic, low - profile T - handle
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SNOW SAWS
S N O W  T O O L S  •  W I N T E R  2 0 1 5 - 1 6

ELITE PERFORMANCE IN THE FIELD

BASECAMP™  
SNOW SHELTER SAW

BETA™   
SNOW SCIENCE SAW

The Basecamp saw delivers powerful cutting efficiency for 
adventurers building snow camps in the remote reaches of winter. 
With the industry’s first non - linear blade profile, its innovative 
two - directional teeth and debris - removing voids deliver unrivaled 
aggressive performance. Its lightweight design adds backcountry 
practicality by collapsing a long reach to half its size when folded.

Elevating the standard of professional snow science saws, the 
Beta saw is built for ski patrollers, guides, industry professionals 
and recreationalists who assess the conditions for themselves and 
others. The durable, stainless steel blade cuts ice and wood and is 
laser - etched with snow - science detailing. Packable and light, the 
Beta saw completes a backcountry kit. 

Engineered for isolating snow study columns to cutting shelter blocks, MSR saws are built to rip and 
remove snow fast. To create the most efficient and reliable saws possible, we scrutinized every 
design and engineering decision—from tooth designs to blade profiles and proper materials. With 
two distinct saws—one for snow science; the other for shelter construction—these tools are the pure 
reflection of aggressive speed and reliable utility in the field.

42

7 OZ.

RIPPING
POINTS

Total cutting tips created by the
Basecamp saw’s 22
two - directional teeth.

Weight of the Beta snow
science saw.

MADE IN USA OF U.S. AND IMPORTED MATERIALS

MADE IN TAIWAN

•  Laser  - cut, two - directional teeth rip snow and ice       
    on each stroke
•  V oids remove debris from cutting path
•  65 c m cutting length and ultra-efficient cutting pattern
•  Lig ht, high - strength 7075 aluminum 
•  S ecure, low - profile locking pin delivers rigidity   
    in hardpack conditions 
•  F olds to half its size for ultimate packability
•  R F - welded gear - protecting sheath

•  A ggressive snow -  and wood - cutting teeth
•  Debris  - removing voids 
•  S tainless steel blade is one of strongest, lightest available
•  30 c m marking indicates ideal snow - column width
•  1 m m & 3 mm crystal grids
•  U ltra - packable—equivalent to a bundled probe
•  R F - welded gear - protecting sheath
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SNOW ANCHORS
Take a look at the original Mountain Safety Research® newsletters of 1969 and the early 
1970s, and you’ll see our original forays into winter tools: tubular pickets, the legendary 
Thunderbird™ ice axe, and even an ice screw with the now ubiquitous “coffee grinder” 
handle. This stuff is in our DNA. Today, MSR’s venerable snow anchors rank as the world 
standard of snow protection on expeditions around the globe.

S N O W  T O O L S  •  W I N T E R  2 0 1 5 - 1 6

SNOW FLUKE

SNOW PICKET

Available in Small & Large

Available in Small & Large

The MSR Snow Picket is the most widely used and 
trusted piece of snow protection made. Featuring 
reinforced durability and better ease-of-placement, it 
provides fast and reliable protection when it counts.

Our patent - pending design utilizes a 
frame - and - decking combination to reduce weight 
without compromising holding power.

•  A ircraft - grade aluminum T - beam offers maximum   
    strength with minimum weight.
•  R einforced hammer - end reduces deformation.
•  T apered drive - end penetrates easily.
•  M ultiple, beveled attachment points allow  
    vertical and horizontal placement.
•  R ed highlight denotes the middle      
    clip - in point.

•  P atent - pending design creates the lightest snow fluke available.
•  T ough, urethane - coated nylon decking maintains surface area  
    and holding power.
•  Laser-  cut, 7000 - series aluminum frame with corrosion -   
    resistant galvanized steel cable.

For product specs, consult 
the chart inside the

 back cover.
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PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

Photo: Eric Larsen
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STRIKER 240 46 cm (18in) 295g (10 oz)240 cm 03161

2015/2016 SNOW TOOLS
MODEL NAME COLLAPSED SIZE EXTENDED SIZE COLOR WEIGHT

BETA SAW

FLUKE (SMALL)

PICKET (SMALL)

FLUKE (LARGE)

PICKET (LARGE)

OPERATOR - D SHOVEL

BASECAMP SAW

RESPONDER - T SHOVEL

STRIKER 320

OPERATOR - T SHOVEL

N/A

66 cm (26in)

45 cm (17.5in)

59 cm (23in)

46 cm (18in)

62 cm (25in)

180g (7 oz)

198g (7 oz)

566g (20 oz)

255g (9 oz)

396g (14 oz)

750g (1 lb 10 oz)

364g (13 oz)

610g (1 lb 6 oz)

360g (13 oz)

680g (1 lb 8 oz)

47 cm (18.5in)

60 cm

90 cm

88 cm (35in)

75 cm (30in)

81 cm (32in)

320 cm

84 cm (34in)

SKU #

03155

06863

06864

06861

06862

03157

03153

03158

03160

03159

STRIKER CX320 46 cm (18in) 312.22g (12 oz)320 cm 03156

SNOW TOOLS SPEC CHART
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  •  W I N T E R  2 0 1 5 - 1 6
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2015/2016 RETAIL SNOWSHOES
MODEL NAME

LIGHTNING ASCENT  M 30

REVO ASCENT  M 22

REVO ASCENT  W 22

REVO EXPLORE  M 22

REVO EXPLORE  M 22

REVO EXPLORE  W 22

LIGHTNING ASCENT  M 22

REVO EXPLORE  W 22

LIGHTNING TRAIL M 25

LIGHTNING ASCENT  M 25

LIGHTNING ASCENT  W 25

LIGHTNING EXPLORE  M 25

LIGHTNING EXPLORE  M 30

REVO TRAIL   M 25 

EVO

LIGHTNING TRAIL  M 22

LIGHTNING ASCENT  M 22

LIGHTNING ASCENT  W 22

LIGHTNING EXPLORE  M 22

REVO TRAIL   M 22  

EVO

SHIFT 19

TYKER

LIGHTNING TRAIL  W 25

LIGHTNING ASCENT  M 30

LIGHTNING ASCENT  W 25

LIGHTNING EXPLORE  W 25

REVO TRAIL   W 25  

EVO

SHIFT 19

TYKER

Weights in this chart are approximate. Production weights may vary slightly.

LIGHTNING TRAIL  W 22

LIGHTNING ASCENT  M 25

LIGHTNING ASCENT  W 22

REVO EXPLORE  W 25

LIGHTNING EXPLORE  W 22

REVO TRAIL   W 22  

REVO ASCENT  M 25

REVO ASCENT  W 25

REVO EXPLORE  M 25

REVO EXPLORE  M 25

REVO EXPLORE  W 25

COLOR SIZE

76 cm (30in)Black

56cm (22in)Red

56cm (22in)Silver

64 cm (25in)Orange

56cm (22in)White

64 cm (25in)Yellow

56cm (22in)Dark Blue

56cm (22in)Mineral

49.5cm (19in)Black

43cm (17in)Grey

56cm (22in)Red

49.5cm (19in)Light Blue

43cm (17in)Red

64 cm (25in)Black

64 cm (25in)Purple

64 cm (25in)Gunmetal

56cm (22in)Orange

64 cm (25in)

76 cm (30in)

Brass

Brass

64 cm (25in)Rave Green

56cm (22in)Yellow

56cm (22in)Black

56cm (22in)Purple

56cm (22in)Gunmetal

64 cm (25in)Blue

56cm (22in)Brass

56cm (22in)Rave Green

64 cm (25in)Light Blue

76 cm (30in)Silver

64 cm (25in)Black

64 cm (25in)Mint

56cm (22in)Blue

64 cm (25in)Infuse

64 cm (25in)Purple

56cm (22in)Light Blue

64 cm (25in)Silver

56cm (22in)Black

56cm (22in)Mint

64 cm (25in)White

56cm (22in)Infuse

56cm (22in)Purple

64 cm (25in)Red

WEIGHT

20 75g (4 lb 9 oz)

1845g (4 lb 1 oz)

1730g (3 lb 13 oz)

1885g (4 lb 2 oz)

1665g (3 lb 11 oz)

1520g (3 lb 6 oz)

1630g (3 lb 9 oz)

1630g (3 lb 9 oz)

1145g (2 lb 8 oz)

940g (2 lb 1 oz)

1630g (3 lb 9 oz)

1145g (2 lb 8 oz)

940g (2 lb 1 oz)

1805g (3 lb 16 oz)

1900g (4 lb 3 oz)

1700g (3 lb 12 oz)

1750g (3 lb 14 oz)

1870g (4 lb 2 oz)

2120g (4 lb 11 oz)

1755g (3 lb 14 oz)

1450g (3 lb 3 oz)

1730g (3 lb 13 oz)

1755g (3 lb 14 oz)

1615g (3 lb 9 oz)

1820g (4 lb)

1775g (3 lb 15 oz)

1625g (3 lb 9 oz)

1400g (3 lb 1 oz)

20 75g (4 lb 9 oz)

1885g (4 lb 2 oz)

1700g (3 lb 12 oz)

1665g (3 lb 11 oz)

1765g (3 lb 14 oz)

1705g (3 lb 12 oz)

1330g (2 lb 15 oz)

1805g (3 lb 16 oz)

1750g (3 lb 14 oz)

1615g (3 lb 9 oz)

1820g (4 lb)

1680g (3 lb 11 oz)

1550g (3 lb 7 oz)

1970g (4 lb 5 oz)

ACCEPTS
LIGHTNING™
TAILS

ACCEPTS
REVO™
TAILS

ACCEPTS
EVO™
TAILS

SKU #

05606

05617

05611

05627

05632

05633

05641

05642

05644

05646

05643

05645

05647

05607

05618

05612

05628

05621

05620

05637

05634

05608

05619

05613

05629

05622

05638

05635

05609

05625

05614

05630

05623

05639

05636

05610

05626

05615

05631

05624

05640

05616

SNOWSHOE SPEC CHART
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  •  W I N T E R  2 0 1 5 - 1 6




